


MILKSHAKE
GENRE — A half hour animated show for kids ages 3-7 with live-
action opening and closing that features a song in each segments.  

LOGLINE — Milkshake is a rock band for kids who explore 
a new world in each episode with an educational or social lesson.  

SUMMARY — Milkshake is the resident band at “Moo’s” 
– a local shake shop where children hang out after school. The 
show opens with kids arriving to Moo’s and the band perform-
ing a song (live action). A kids brings up a problem or a question. 
Milkshake tells them about “Imagination Nation” – a special place 
they can go if they believe. The band and kids are transformed 
into animated versions of themselves and land in a new destina-
tion every episode - they might end up in outerspace, underwater 
or inner earth! Transitions between scenes swirl inside a blender 
making a milkshake with a snap zoom superimposition of Moo 
the cow with the whir of a blender (think 60s Batman TV show 
with spinning bat insignia). The educational component of the 
show takes place during the animation. Whether the episode ex-
plores science, geography, history or social and personal issues, 
this will occur in the animated sequence. After exploring the new 
world and learning a few things about the issues brought up in 
the opening, the band and the kids are transported through space 
and time back to Moo’s shake shop live action again. Milkshake 
sings a song about that episode’s lesson/theme on the shop’s stage 
and the lesson learned is repeated to camera and kids at home.  

CHARACTERS:

Lisa — Lead singer who wears brightly colored tutus and 
when it’s time to rock, she’s ready with her catchphrase, “Shake 
it up!”. Lisa addresses the kids at home in the live  
action sequences where she summarizes the  
problem at the beginning of the show and 
what they learned at the close. She plays  
sister and sometimes “mom” to the all-male band 
members who make up the rest of Milkshake.     

Sheppy — His name should be “Shappy” 
because he’s always happy with a big smile – 
even under the most stressful situations the 
animated band gets into. Game for any ad-
venture (or bowling!), he plays the electric 
guitar. His catchphrases are related to bowl-
ing – “Strike!” and “Gutter ball!” Sheppy some-
times likes to tease Brian to get his goat, but it’s 

always in fun. He and Cord like to hang out together.   

Mike — Plays acoustic guitar, has long hair and 
always wears a bright, funky vest. He still talks 
like it’s the 70s, like “Groovy!” and “Far Out!” He’s 

is the group member who will always try to keep 
the peace; he’s the cool, level-headed, mellow one.  

Cord — Bubble-gum bubble blowing bassist with 
streaks of crazy hair colors ! Cord is a gritty rocker – jumping 
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his arms are scenes from Star Wars. Cord can be a bit 
“darker” than the others – so he is the Yin to Sheppy 
and Mikel’s more positive Yang. Cord and Shep are 
buddies and often hang out.

Brian — With his cool retro glasses, this  
accordion, clarinet and keyboard wiz is the 
nerd of the bunch. He always knows cool, fun 
facts about whereever the blender takes them. He’s 
often got his face buried in his iPad, reading about 
some science, historical or geographical fact; he likes 
to say, “You can’t spell brain without Brian!” His vast 
know-how comes in handy when in animated form.    

Tom — Drummer with a collection of funky hats. 
Tom is a bit of a clutz and is always losing things – including his 
drumsticks and his dogs! The funny man of the group, he likes to 
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dangerous situations and usually needs to be found 
or saved. Tom’s buddy is Brian and they like to dork 
out together by either sharing obscure facts or an  
impromptu jam session.

Moo — The band’s tour guide – he sets up 
where the band is going on an iPad and he 
travels with and communicates with them this 
way. He always sneaks a cheesy joke about 
cows  (“Why do cows have bells? - Because their horns don’t 
work!”). He tells Milkshake their songs need, “More cowbell!”    
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Shake Shop and their animated world. Hank and Sunshine  
are Tom’s Boston Terriers who hang out with Milkshake .  
Morgan is the teen milkshake maker at Moo’s . He’s a huge 
fan of Milkshake and wishes he could be part of the band 
and knows everything about the band and its members.  
Kids at Milkshake Shop round out the crew. The kids are 
featured regulars at Moo’s from a variety of cultural and ethnic 
backgrounds.  

REAL-WORLD LOCATIONS:  
Moo’s Shake Shop — 1950s-style soda shop with a colorful 
“Peter Max” inspired palette. Waiters wear cow-patterned 
aprons and there are cowbells on the door. Shiny chrome milk-
shake mixing machines blend and whir and a disco ball shines 
and spins during the band’s performances on the stage in the 
shop. Moo’s has modern touches with iPad menus and plasma 
TVs and a giant touch screen that the band and kids gather 
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for viewers to send in their questions, poems, or drawings to 
be featured - encouraging kids and parents to visit the web-
site and submit their email addresses, purchase products, etc.    

POSSIBLE ANIMATED LOCATIONS / SITUATIONS:   
Old West. Pirate ship. Space. Underwater. Dinosaurs. Back 
in time. Future. Superheroes. Backward world. Jungle. Moun-
tain. North Pole. Miniature world. Amusement park. Inside a 
person’s body. Upside down world. More common places like 
a zoo, forest, aquarium, farm or museum will also be locations.   



Opening credits feature the song, “We Got a Band.” Morgan the waiter makes milkshakes as Milkshake band 
members tune and ready their instruments.

Cowbells on the door clang as the pitter-patter of a group of 
kids burst into Moo’s shake shop.

Milkshake sings, “Imagination Nation,” as stage 
lights glow and a disco ball spins, shining thousands 
of flecks of light from the orb.

Kids enjoy their shakes as Lisa asks about everyone’s day at 
school.

Yasmine says she was teased by a bully because she is so 
much taller than everyone. Collin was teased because of his 
glasses. Sergio says he was teased because of his accent and 
for speaking Spanish.

Lisa tells the kids being different is a good thing – but the best 
way to show them is with Moo’s help.

Moo the cow                  greets everyone 
on an ipad screen. “Goooooood 
after- moooooooon!” Moo says. “We’re 
going on a journey to show you being 
different is cooooooool!”

Lisa tells them, “We have to hold hands, 
close our eyes, and say Milkshake 
three times to get to Imagination 
Nation.” Everybody chants, “Milkshake! 
Milkshake! Milkshake!” and they’re off!



Now in animation, the kids ask, “Where are we?” “The Olympics!” Milkshake 
answers, standing in the middle of a huge stadium full of Olympic athletes.

Suddenly, Hank and Sunny take off running after some of the 
track stars.

Yasmine takes off after them and runs really fast. 

 “Not so fast!” Yasmine says, catching the dogs. 

“Hey, can I get my shoe back?” the runner asks. 
“Sorry,” Tom says.

“Check out the basketball players!” Mikel says. Nearby, 
some basketball players dribble, spin and pass a ball 
around, Globetrotter style.

A basketball player tells Yasmine, “You’re so tall and fast – 
you ‘d be good at basketball!”

 “But what if you’re short?” Sergio asks. A gymnast flips 
over and over and over in an impressive tumbling routine 
and lands square in front of them. “Then you might want 
to try gymnastics!”



Collin says, “That’s great and all, but I don’t even like 
sports, plus it’s sometimes hard to play them with these 
stupid glasses.”

Lisa says, “That’s okay – everybody’s different - not 
just in appearance, but in what they like to do and what 
they’re good at.”

 “It’s time to get moooo-ving gang!” Moo says. “Get 
ready to see things very differently! Time for your next 
out of this world destination!”

Milkshake and the kids “land” in outerspace! “Far-out!” 
someone says. “Far-out-erspace is more like it!”

“What is this?” someone asks, pointing to the bus-sized 
satellite in front of them. Collin and Brian know. “The Hubble 
Telescope!” they say together.

“If it weren’t for the invention of glasses and lenses, we 
wouldn’t have amazing inventions like this telescope,” 
Mikel explains.

“Wow, that’s pretty cool!” Collin says. 
“Maybe glasses aren’t so bad!”

Milkshake and the kids land in the middle 
of a big, cobblestone street – the only 
ones in the road.

On the ipad, Moo appears, 
““Hey gang! As fun as it is to 
be up in the Milk-y Way, it’s time 
to get moooo-ving!”



Panel 1: Sergio tells everyone, “We’re in Pamplona, Spain!” Panel 2: “And this is the running 
of the bulls!” 

Panel 3: “RUN!” they all yell. Tom asks, “Why did I have to wear red today?”

Panel 4: Sergio listens to people shouting at them in 
Spanish and tells the gang, “There’s an alley up 
here to the left! Everyone follow me!”

Panel 5: Lisa tells Sergio, “You saved us! Thank goodness 
       you speak Spanish and could understand what was 
                 happening!”  Everyone congratulates Sergio and        
                    agrees, but now it’s time to head back to Moo’s!

Panel 6: In live action, standing on stage, all holding hands, 
everyone opens their eyes and breathes a sigh of relief – 
back home again!

Panel 7: On the TV screen, Moo says goodbye to everyone. 
“Remember kids, be yourself and embrace your differences! 
You be you, and I’ll be Moooooooooo!”

Panel 8: Tom says, “It’s good to march to the beat of your own 
drummer – and speaking of... One, two, three, four!” With the 
click of his drumsticks -

Panel 9: Milkshake sings, “It’s Okay to be Different.”



Practice 
One of  the kids is taking up a new instrument, but isn’t very good and wants to quit. Another 
kid wants to play baseball, but also isn’t very good, so is discouraged. Milkshake shows the kids 
that sometimes it takes practice to become good at something and you have to keep trying and be 
patient.  ( Songs: Practice Makes Perfect and You Did It! ) 

Eat This, Not That! 
Moo’s shake shop has added new items to the menu – including milkshakes that don’t even have 
milk or ice cream in them! While everyone loves a tasty milkshake, the band shows it’s also good 
to eat healthy options from healthy places.   
( Songs: Sally Has a Green Thumb, Breakfast Time and Try It ) 

Scaredy Cat 
It’s Halloween and the kids and Milkshake are dressed in costumes! Everyone is really excited for 
the holiday – except for Collin –he’s the only kid not dressed up. Lisa talks to him about why he’s 
not in the spooky spirit. He admits that he’s still afraid of  the dark and monsters.   
( Songs: Scared and What’s that Sound? ) 

Sleepytown 
Everyone at Moo’s is sleepy today. One person yawns and it makes everyone else yawn too! Why 
is everyone so tired? Turns out the kids are staying up late, not taking naps and getting enough 
rest. Milkshake shows the kids that sleep is very important !  ( Songs: Book of Dreams, Sleepy-
town and When You are Sleeping ) 

Rainy Day 
Dashing in from the rain, the kids are soaked! It’s been raining all day and they can’t go 
out and play. “What can we do on a rainy day?” they ask. One of  the kids says he hates 
the rain and wishes it never rained again. Milkshake shows them rain is a good thing.  
( Songs: Rainy Day and Bottle of Sunshine ) 

Superheroes
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other kid teases him and tells him he doesn’t. Milkshake talks to the kids and tells them 
people may not have super powers, but they can still be heroes. Milkshake shows them 
real life superheroes. ( Songs: Superhero, Help You and What Do You Want To Be? ) 

Dog Gone It! 
Hank and Sunshine, Tom’s Boston Terriers, are missing! Milkshake and the kids have 
looked all over Moo’s for them, but they’re not hiding in their usual spots. Moo says the 
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Milkshake and the kids travel to a dog park where special dogs are being trained.  
( Songs: We Got a Band and Happy Song ) 

Keep it Clean, Keep it Green! 
At school, the kids have a new teacher who is teaching them about the environment 
and she gave them a challenge – to see how many different ways they can come up with 
to help save the planet. Milkshake says that sounds like an excellent project and shows 
them things they can do. ( Songs: This is Our Earth and Washing Machine ) 

Adoption – A Cool Option 
One of  the kids at Moo’s is bummed. He’s adopted and even though he’s always known 
this, some school friends are teasing him about it. Tom shares that he was also adopted 
and with Milshake shows that you can give he same kind of  love to a biological child or 
an adopted one! ( Songs: I Love You and When You Were Born )

EPISODE SAMPLES: 
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